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Attribute DependeniesAttribute Dependenies
Attribute dependenies

◮ relate attribute ourrenes (instanes),
◮ desribe whih attribute ourrenes (instanes) depend onwhih other ourrenes (instanes),
◮ onstrain the order of attribute evaluation,
◮ are input to evaluator generators.



Attribute DependeniesTypes of DependeniesLoal dependenies between attribute ourrenes in a produtionaording to a semanti rule,Individual dependeny graph of attribute instanes of a treeobtained by pasting together loal dependeny graphsof produtions (instanes)Global dependenies between attributes of a non-terminal induedby individual dependeny graphs.
◮ An individual dependeny graph may ontain a yle. Attributeinstanes on this yle an not be evaluated.
◮ AG is nonirular if none of its individual dependeny graphsontains a yle.TheoremAG is well�formed i� it is nonirular.



Attribute DependeniesLoal Dependenies
◮ prodution loal dependeny relationDp(p) ⊆ O(p) × O(p):bj Dp(p) ai i� ai = fp,a,i(. . . , bj , . . .)
◮ Attribute ourrene ai at Xi depends on bj at Xj i� bj isargument in the semanti rule of ai .
◮ Representation of this relation by its direted graph, theprodution loal dependeny graph, also denoted by Dp(p).



Attribute DependeniesLoal Dependenies in the Sopes-AG
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Attribute DependeniesIndividual Dependeny Graph
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Attribute DependeniesIndividual Dependeny Graphs
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Attribute DependeniesA First Attribute EvaluatorPriniple:1. Topologial sorting of the individual dependeny graph of atree.2. Attribute evaluation then done in the resulting order.Topologial sorting
◮ takes a partial order (an ayli graph),
◮ produes a total order ompatible with the partial order,
◮ i.e., resulting total order, an evaluation order.



Attribute DependeniesTopologial sorting
◮ Keeps a set of andidates to be inserted next into the totalorder,initialized with the minimal elements of the order,
◮ In eah step

◮ Selets a andidate and inserts it into the total order,
◮ Removes it from the set of andidates,
◮ Removes it from the partial order,
◮ Makes all elements only depending on this andidate toandidates,

◮ Until the set of andidates is empty.
◮ Partial order nonempty ⇒ graph ayli.Can serve as a dynami test for well formedness.


